Why RevMax Valve Bodies?

Vacuum Testing

RevMax valve bodies feature Sonnax performance and durability upgrades
to give you the highest quality and most reliable valve
body assemblies. Alongside these
items, RevMax has also designed its
own line of proprietary upgraded
parts.

After being thoroughly cleaned the units are inspected and then leak down tested via our state of
the art vacuum leak down tester. We adhere
to the well established and recognized Sonnax industry standards for bore and valve
leakage and wear.

VBT

Cleaning Area

Zoom Technologies VBT4000 fully computerized valve body dyno
with heated fluid has the ability to
test each unit with up to 300PSI and
temperatures of up to 150 degrees .

Each core is fully disassembled and then cleaned in either mineral spirits or
in most cases in our ultrasonic valve body cleaning machine.

Solx Computerized Solenoid
Tester
Solenoids are flushed,cleaned and finally
tested individually to insure that they
perform flawlessly. Solenoids are tested
with heated fluid and graphically analyzed
by our computer controlled SolX solenoid
tester. Updated precision alloy bushings are
installed in all Aisan
Warner valve bodies
with linear solenoids
to keep them clean
and functional for life!

Valve Bodies In Stock
We have a huge inventory of valve body cores on hand. We strive to keep most late model units in stock, and in the event we do not have the unit you
need, we offer guaranteed 48 hour turnaround service!
Each RevMax valve body offers a 1 year unlimited mileage warranty!
Some units do not include solenoids. Units do not come with TCM or Mechatronic units as they are vehicle specific.

Toll Free: 1-877-780-4334 Local: 704-247-9781 Web Site: www.revmaxconverters.com

HD Diesel Performance Valve Bodies
RevMax already offers the highest quality diesel and HD torque converters
on the market, so why not try one of our diesel and HD valve bodies on your
next build.

pressure, better lubrication and increased torque converter lockup
clutch holding.

We offer a huge assortment of Diesel and HD valve bodies, with more being added all the time!

CALL
NOW!
Shift Kits

State-of-the-art Facility

In addition to our normal processes that take place on all of our products, these units feature custom shift kits, and proprietary Revmax performance upgrades. Each unit is custom designed around your personal
requirements and fine tuned to your build! These upgraded valve bodies are a must for any vehicle that is being stressed with either heavy
duty work or increased engine power. These units feature, higher line

Whether it’s a European, Asian, or late model domestic, computer controlled automatic, RevMax has the skilled technicians and latest testing
equipment to get the job done! RevMax has invested hundreds of thousands of dollars in the latest testing equipment, tooling and years into the
R&D of our products. Simply put, RevMax does the valve bodies that you
either cannot or do not want to do!

OUR PERFORMANCE VALVE BODIES FEATURE
A 2 YEAR UNLIMITED MILEAGE WARRANTY
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